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Introduction
In the network, there are many independently developed and different structure biomedical databases, which are used for experts in biomedical to retrieve information and find out the potential knowledge. Different databases have a great difference with terminology, semantic and structure, all of these limit the knowledge sharing and hinder the effective search of person and computer. The Biomedical Ontology Development is working to develop a sound biomedical ontology to enable the various knowledge processing applications to communicate with one another [1] . It is mainly focus on the representation and (re-)organization of biomedical terminologies. Physicians developed their own specialized languages and lexicons to help them store and communicate general medical knowledge and patient-related information efficiently. Biomedical information systems, on the other hand, need to be able to communicate complex and and comprehending changes to, and between ontologies has been a large problem within the ontology community for some time. Adapting ontologies to meet new t he advancements of medical science requirements involves understanding various sections of ontologies and the changes made thereafter. However, currently available methodologies to support ontology evolution for Medicine focus their attention mostly on the development of static ontologies, which is a complex, expensive and timecomsuming process [9] by knowledge engineers and a small number of physicians. In recent years, some methods and tools [10] for collaborative ontology construction are also proposed which meet the requirements of public ontologies having relevance and value to a broad audience better. For these systems, it is essential to keep knowledge in consistency.
Protégé [11] is a free, open-source java-based platform that provides a growing users community with ontologies. But it not contains reasoning function. OntoEdit [12] is a development environment for ontology design and maintenance. It support multilingual development, and the knowledge model is related to frame-based languages. Every plug-in provides other feature to deal with the requirements an ontology engineer has.
In the previous works [13] , we have arrived at a solution via scientific investigation for ontologes consistency reasoning. We propose a new approach to interpreting ontologies document in a lightweight modeling language for software design, Alloy, which is used to provide a non-standard reasoning service for the verification of ontologies. Motivated by the challenges of medicine ontology evolution and based on the previous works, in this paper, we present a methodology for ontology evolution, by focusing on the conflicts of multi-participant. In particular, we discuss the situation where maximum consistent changing subsequence is needed if there are inconsistent conflicts between changing subsequences. The experiments show the conflicts can be detected.
The paper is organized as follows. First, the overview section introductions the background and significance of the issue, and some tools of ontology evolution. Section 2 addresses the concepts and terms in ontology evolution. Section 3 proposes the algorithms to detect conflicts. Section 4, we give out the Similarity formulas. Section 5 analyzes the time complexity of the formula. And then we show experiments with evaluation. The last section is our conclusion. Och user :={id, operation, subject, constraint}, where:  id is used to as a unique identification of the sequencing in changing sequence.  operation is the basic type of Och, which are {Add, Delete, Modify}.  subject ⊆ . C ∪ . P, means that the subjects of operation are {Concept, Property}.  constraint⊆ . C∪ . P, is used to indicate depended concepts and properties.
Formal Description of Ontology Change
The following table shows ontology change operations which this paper involved. These operations refer to the atomic ones. In the table1, there are three types atomic ontology changes, which are Add, Delete and Modify. Hürsch [14] divide atomic changes into Add and Delete. We add Modify as the third one. For that, the operation Modify can be broken down as delete the modified concept first and then add the objective concept outwardly. However, in the actual evolution the process is inadvisable. For example, under the assumption of Modify is nonexistent, if we want to rename the concept C 1 as C 1 '. First, the concept C 1 should be deleted, if there is a subconcept C 2 of C 1 , it will also be handled, which may be deleted too or as subconcepts of C 1 's supconcept C 0 . Then C 1 ' will be added to replace C 1 . Obviously, the hiberarchy of the ontology has been destroyed and the process can not satisfy the requirement.
The last column in the table is extensions for changing operations, it can also be understood as the dependent condition when the changes take place. It reveals the implicit semantics. For example, the add operation AddConcept(C 1 , C 2 ) in the first row has extension that the concept C 2 is not allowed to be deleted. We can see from the description of the operation that the semantic of the operation is to add the concept C 1 as a subconcept of C 2 . If no extension, there may be a operation of deleting the concept C 2 , and if the operation of delete concept C 2 take place earlier than the operation of adding operation AddConcept(C 1 , C 2 ), then the added concept C 1 will become an isolated concept in the ontology, which is unreasonable. The other extensions are the similar. However, not all operations need extension, e.g. the operation of modifying the concept ModifyConcept(C 1 ) in third row and the operation of deleting property DeleteProperty(P 1 ) in the fifth row.]
For the different operation in the table the extension rules are given as follows. The understand from the Add-extension rules is that if add a concept C 1 as the subconcept of C 2 , then the supconcept C 2 is not allowed to be deleted. Similarly, if we want to add a property P, then the domain and the range of the property is not allowed to be deleted too. When adding a axiom A, the relative object (concept, property or instance) can't be deleted. In summary, the dependency of Add operation is should not be deleted.
The Delete-extension rules contain three parts. The first one is that the deleted subject type is class. In such a case, the properties of the deleted class should be deleted too. Further, if the deleted class has subclasses, we replace the deleted class's supclass as its subclasses's supclass. If the deleted subject type is property, then its subproperties are also be deleted. Meanwhile, the changed concepts are drawn as dotted line ellipses. Using dotted line ellipses add "+" to represent the added concepts and dotted line ellipses add "-" to represent the deleted concepts.  E is the set of directed edges. E={(v,u)|v,u∈V, and (v,u) is the edge from v to u, the property of the ontology defines the semantic of the edge (v,u)，which is used to represent the property whose domain is the class represented by v and range is the class represented by u.}. There are two categories directed edges, one is Propertyedge and another is Inheritance-edge. When P∈C.R, the edge is Property-edge, and sign P.name to the edge. When P∈C.H, the edge is Inheritance-edge, and the edge with no sign. In fact, when P∈C.H, P.name is subclass for all. The changed properties should be represented with dotted arrows, and then the dotted arrows with "+" are used to represent added properties and the dotted arrows with "-" are used to represent the deleted properties. The Figure 1 3 . Subject. Thus, we arrive at the conclusion that there is loop circle in the hierarchy of the ontology, which violate the rules of ontology construction. So we can deduce that the assumption is false.
Add-extension

Collaborative Evolution Conflicts Detection
Three types of collaborative evolution conflicts, which are Internal Inconsistency within the changing sequence, Direct Conflict among different changing sequences and Indirect Conflict among different changing sequences, and how to detect these conflicts is introduced in this section. First, The definitions of collaborative evolution conflicts are given, and then the propose algorithms are used to detect the conflicts. Finally, in order to enhance efficiency of algorithms, we propose methods to account the similarity of changing concepts and changing properties.
Internal Inconsistency occurs within the changing sequence, which means there are semantic conflicts in changing sequence. This conflict detection is relatively simple. We make use of the previous works [13, 15] for the Internal Inconsistency checking, and if there are some inconsistent operations, they will be deleted. The output of the checking algorithm is a changing sequence which meets the consistency checking.
The purpose of the following algorithm is to check Internal Inconsistency Figure 3 shows an example of a direct conflict. The source ontology is like Figure  3( As is shown in Figure 4 , on the basis of Figure 4 (a), which contains concepts .C={medication, plant, animal}, where {plant, animal} is the sub-concept set of medication, the first changing sequence is Chs 1 ={AddConcept(aweto, plant)}, and the second one is Chs 2 ={AddConcept(aweto, animal), AddProperty (disjoint,{plant, animal})}. In this example, it is obvious that the two changing sequences Chs 1 and Chs 2 are not conflict in operation, and can be used for evolution of the source ontology. However, the result as is shown in Figure 4 (c) is inconsistent with logic. Because there is a disjoint property from plant to Concept 3 . The antagonistic fact in the result ontology is that awetois both the subconcept of Concept 2 and animal. In other words, plant and animal have the same children which is not allowed with logic. So we say Chs 1 and Chs 2 have Inconsistent Conflict. 
End
The algorithm 3 is used to check inconsistent changing sequence pair. For the result, it was not wise to delete them directly, which is not meet users' changing demand. To satisfy the users with high limit and meet the requirement of consistent, we propose a concept which is named as maximal consistent changing sequence. The purpose is to find out the maximal changing sequence, which meet the consistent requirement and contains the largest number of operations, from the inconsistent changing sequence pairs.
The definition 8 gives the definition of Inconsistent Conflict. And the Figure 4 shows the inconsistent conflict example. In the example, the first changing sequence is Chs 1 ={AddConcept(Concept 4 ,Concept 2 )}, the second one is Chs 2 ={AddConcept(Concept 4 , Concept 3 ), AddProperty (disjoint,{Concept 2 , Concept 3 })}. It is apparent that the two changing sequences are not conflict in operation level, so can used to change the original ontology simultaneously. However, the result, as is shown in Figure 4 . (c), is logical inconsistent obviously. Because there is a disjoint property from the concepts Concept 2 to Concept 3 , and the concept Concept 4 is both a subconcept of Concept 2 , and a subconcept of Concept 3 . We use Och 1 , Och 2 , Och 3 to represent the changing operations separately. The target of the algorithm 4 is to find out a maximal consistent changing sequence. In the example, {Och 1 ,Och 2 }, {Och 2 ,Och 3 } and {Och 1 ,Och 3 } are the maximal consistent changing sequences.
Before the algorithm, we definite a data structure ( Figure 5 ), which is used to store the list structure of changing sequences. In the example of Figure 4 , if Chs 1 is selected as the first changing sequence, according to the algorithm 4, we can get the computational process as is shown in Figure 6 . Firstly, there is only one changing operation Och 1 in the first changing sequence, so there is one element in the first list. Next, the changing operations of the second changing sequence are inserted into the list. The operation Chs 2 take the first, and we can get the two lists in the second level. And then is the ope ration Och 3 . In the understratum, there are three sequences, which are all not met the consistent requirement. So when the operation Chs 1 is selected as the first operation, the maximal consistent changing sequences are {Och 2 , Och 1 } and {Och 1 , Och 2 }, which are the same one. 
Similarity Calculation
In practice, in the different changing sequences there are always some same or similar operations. To improve the efficiency of the algorithm, we propose the formulas to calculate the similarity of the changing operations.
The changing operations we defined involve classes and properties. So we need to give the changing similarity both to the changing classes and changing properties.
The similarity formula of changing class is as follow. 
SemSim(Och 1 .subject, Och 2 . subject) and SemSim(Och 1 .constraint, Och 2 .constraint) are both used to calculate the similarity of the changing classes. It has close relationship with the semantic (mainly consider the class name), the location in the ontology hierarchy (Depth), sup-class (supClass) and sub-class (subClass). 
The formula 7 involves the name, domain and range of the properties. Where the similarity of name is similar to which of the changing classes (formula 6). The domain and range of properties are both classes. So the calculation of similarity can borrow ideas from formula 3.
According to formulas 1-7, we can merge and simplify the changing sequence pair which have inconsistent conflict, then reducing computation load and improving the efficiency of algorithm.
Time Complexity Analyzing
The purpose of algorithm 4 is to find out the maximal consistent changing sequence from two sequences are indirect conflict sequences. The time complexity is directly related to the siza of the two sequences. Before the time complexity analyzing, we assume that there are two sequences are indirect conflict changing sequences Chs 1 and Chs 2 , and contains n 1 and n 2 operations respectively. The process is initializing List with a changing sequence (line 3), and then inserting the operations of another changing sequence into the List in turn. If Chs 1 is used to initialize List, then there are n 1 +1 positions to insert the first operation of Chs 2 . And at worst, if there are no dependency relationship among the operations, there are n 1 +2 positions to insert the second operation, and so on, the last operation of Chs 2 will have n 1 +n 2 positions to select. So, we can learn that, the algorithm runs in O(n 1 *n 2 )time. The similarity formulas are used before the algorithm. The purpose is to improve the efficiency. For if there are two operations from different changing sequences and the different changing sequences are indirect conflict, then the search procedures will be reduced n 1 or n 2 time.
Experimental Design
We design our experiment using Java 1.6. The server is conducted on Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 CPU M 350 @ 2.27GHZ with RAM 2.00GB. The evolved ontology is shown in Figure 7 . It is a fraction of biological process ontology, which is one part of gene ontology (http://www.geneontology.org/GO.ontology.structure.shtml).
Summary and Future Works
With the rapid growth in popularity and size, the complexity of ontology increases tremendously. In the field of collaborative evolution of biomedical ontology on large-scale ontology, there exists inevitable conflicts, which may cause the inconsistent ontology.
In this paper, we present a new method to detect conflicts for collaborative ontology of Medicine Ontology. We classify conflicts as three groups: internal inconsistencies conflicts in change sequence, direct conflicts and inconsistent conflict between change the sequences. And for different conflicts, high effective detecting algorithms are presented with evaluation. In particular, if there are inconsistent conflicts between changing subsequences we present an algorithm to get the maximum consistent changing subsequence to ensure the process of ontology evolution. Finally, we design our experiment to show that the approach can find out the same operations of different changing sequences and improve efficiency of the algorithm.
In the future, we will continue work on the conflicts of collaborative ontology evolution. In this research, we focus on the conflicts checking, and more work should be done to find out the root of conflicts. So, our future research may focus on the conflicts diagnosis method of collaborative ontology evolution.
